Again, welcome to the 2021 Summer Food Service Program training! This
training is geared specifically at SFAs, so most of this will be simple
reminders about the program. Later, we will also be covering
Procurement and Civil Rights.
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Before we really dive into the SFSP basics, We wanted to provide you with a list of the
regional offices for public health. These are contacts you may utilize if you have specific
questions about permitting in your parish.
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First, we will be discussing how to plan an administer the Summer Food
Service Program (SFSP). The Summer Food Service Program was created
to bridge the gap in child nutrition when school is not in session.
Children attending SFSP sites in low income areas are able to receive
free meals during the summer. While the program is primarily
administered in the summer, it may also provide meals for vacation
breaks and emergency closings throughout the year. As a reminder from
the CNP zoom update on March 4th, CACFP can not operate with SFSP
during the regular summer months (when school ends, so does CACFP)
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The SFSP provides meals to children 18 and under when school are not
in session. As long as they are age 18 and under and eligible to
participate in another child nutrition program, like the National School
Lunch Program (NSLP) they are eligible to participate in the summer food
service program. People aged 19 and older with a mental and/or physical
disability may participate in the SFSP as long as they are enrolled in a K‐
12 education system and these two conditions are met. The disability
must be determined by local education agency and have an
Individualized Education Plan (IEP), and they must receive meals during
the school year through a public or private nonprofit school program.
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To qualify as a sponsor in the Summer Food Service Program the
organization has to qualify as a nonprofit SFA, a federal, state, county,
municipal or local unit of government, a nonprofit college or university, a
nonprofit residential camp, or an other private nonprofit organization;
such as churches or other religious organizations.
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Confusion and waste occur when two or more sponsors compete or
target services to the same children in the same geographic area. When
this occurs the state agency will approve only one sponsor. The national
school lunch act prioritizes as follows; the local school authority, then
successful government or nonprofit sponsors, then new government
agencies, and finally new nonprofit agencies.
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Sponsors must be approved annually in order to offer meals at SFSP
sites. Sponsors need to meet the following requirements: All potential
and returning sponsors must be financially and administratively capable
to provide nutritious meals at approved sites. Sponsors are required to
accept financial and administrative responsibility for all sites. Sponsors
must remain in good standing to participate each year. This means a
sponsor cannot be seriously deficient or terminated from the SFSP or
any other federal child nutrition program. Sponsors must agree to
provide meal service to low‐income children in poor economic areas.
Sponsors must maintain a non‐profit food service. That means the
sponsor is required to use federal funds solely for the purpose of
operating and/or improving the SFSP. Sponsors must offer year‐round
services to areas where the SFSP sites are operating. Through
applications, new applicants and returning sponsors must demonstrate
that they will exercise management control over meal service at the
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sites. The sponsor is required to train site staff, provide ongoing
communication, and ensuring adequate supervision at the site. Sponsors
must visit new sites and any sites that had operational problems in the
previous year and complete a pre‐operational visit form. Lastly, the
sponsor must sign a written permanent agreement with the State Agency.
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Sponsors have many things to consider when planning an SFSP
program. When planning, the sponsor’s budget may put restrictions
on the length of the program, how many children the sponsor is
able to serve daily, and how many staff they can employ. As a
reminder, the sponsor will only receive reimbursement based on
the number of first meals served to eligible children. SFSP funds
received can only be used for direct operation and administration of
the program. Unallowable costs include, but are not limited to; bad
debts, fines or penalties, contributions and donations,
entertainment and fundraising, direct capital expenditures, meals
provided to unapproved sites, meals served in excess of the report
and approved ADP, spoiled or unwholesome meals, and meals or
food items that don’t meet the SFSP meal pattern requirements.
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The following waivers are in effect through summer feeding 2021. This is
a brand new extension.
1. The non‐congregate feeding waiver in SFSP: allows sponsors to
provide non‐congregate meals
2. the parent and guardian meal pick up waiver allows parents and
guardians to pick up SFSP meals for a child without a child present
3. the area eligibility waiver for closed enrolled sites allows closed
enrolled sites to use area eligibility with using income eligibility
applications
4. the first week site visit waiver allows SFSP sponsors in good
standing that have previously participated in in the SFSP to waiver
the first week site visit.
5. the meal time flexibility allows for meals to be served outside the
standard meal time hours (allows multiple meals to be served at
one time)
6. the OVS waiver removes the requirement that only SFAs can
utilize OVS
7. the food service management contract duration waiver allows
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FSMC contracts that may expire by or around june 30, 2021 to be
extended through school year 2021‐2022 (june 30, 2022)
The last waiver doesn’t expire until September 30, 2021 and that is the
onsite monitor requirements waiver. This waiver allows for monitoring to
be conducted off‐site (desk audit).
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Program monitoring is key to running a successful SFSP. The program
monitor is the key link between site‐level activities and the central
office. Program monitors are responsible for the completion of all
monitoring forms. All monitoring forms should be completed fully with
the appropriate dates and signatures. Waivers are currently in place for
monitoring, but remember that monitoring is a key component to
program success. Additional sponsor responsibilities include attending
state training and training central office and site staff, procuring food
and supplies, preparing claims for reimbursement, (which include
reviewing all documentation to support the claim), completing the
online sponsor application and site applications annually, and
maintaining all program documentation for 3 years plus the current year.
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Let’s discuss the types of sites that operate in the SFSP and how they
qualify for participation.
Open sites are located in low income areas. Meals at open sites are
made available to all children in the area on a first‐come, first‐serve
basis. A restricted open site is an open site with restricted attendance
for reasons of space limitations, security, safety, or control. Children do
not have to be enrolled in a program to participate in meal service at an
open or restricted open site. Both open and restricted open sites must
be located in a school attendance area where 50 percent or more of the
children residing in the area are eligible for free or reduced‐price school
meals.
Closed enrolled sites are where sponsors are providing recreational,
cultural, religious or other activities to a group of ENROLLED children.
Closed enrolled sites must establish the eligibility through the individual
income eligibility of the children attending the site or through area
eligibility.
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Residential and Non‐residential camps offer food service as part of an
organized program for enrolled children; but, unlike open, restricted
open, and closed enrolled sites, sponsors of camps CANNOT use area
eligibility to qualify for reimbursement for the attending children.
Sponsors of camps must collect and maintain individual household
applications and they are reimbursed only for those enrolled children who
meet the free or reduced‐price eligibility standards.
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SFSP regulations specify that other types of sites may also qualify based
on other program eligibility or if they are considered a special site.
The National Youth Sports Program (NYSP) may qualify for the program
by determining that 50% of the children enrolled reside in geographical
area where poor economic conditions exist, or by determining that 50%
of the children enrolled meet the income eligibility guidelines for free or
reduced‐price school meals, or certifying in writing that it meets the
income eligibility guidelines of the Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS), which is the primary grantor for NYSP.
Migrant sites serve mostly children of migrant workers. The site
operates like area‐eligible open or restricted open sites and are
reimbursed for meals served to all attending children. To confirm
migrant status, sponsors must submit information obtained from a
migrant organization that certifies that the sites serves a majority of
children from migrant workers.
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Homeless sites are located at an institution which support homeless
children in temporary residential settings.
Upward Bound only sites qualify for SFSP participation because two‐thirds
of the participants in the program must be both low‐income and potential
first‐generation college students.
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Sites are designated as open, restricted open, camps, and closed
enrolled, but that’s not all. Sites must also be designated as urban or
rural. A rural area is any area that is not part of a Metropolitan Statistical
Area as defined by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).
Sponsors may use the FNS Rural Designation Tool to determine whether
a site is considered rural. In rural areas, sites may incur higher costs to
provide meals to SFSP participates. This may be linked to the higher
costs in transportation of food to sites or the the transportation of
children to sites. The SFSP has two different levels of administrative
reimbursement rates. The higher reimbursement rates are for sponsors
of sites that prepare or assemble their own meals and for sponsors of
sites located in rural areas. The lower rate is for all other sponsors.
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Because the sponsor assumes administrative and financial responsibility
for the operation of all the sites, ensuring a site’s success has to be the
sponsor’s number one priority. To make your SFSP program successful
you will need to evaluate these five areas when choosing your site.
1.

2.

3.

Administrative capability: sponsors must decide how many sites to
administer and how many children they plan to serve at each site.
This decision depends on the need for a site in that area, the size
of the administrative staff and the extent of their expertise.
Accessibility: sites should be easy to reach by foot, car and public
transit. Since some children will be walking to the site, sponsors
should ensure that sites are located in safe areas. Sponsor should
also ensure that sites are accessible to children with and without
disabilities.
Meal‐friendliness: ideal sites will have tables and chairs readily
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4.

5.

available, kitchens for preparation, refrigerators for storage, and
restrooms for kids and staff.
Site Activities: selecting sites that can provide an activity along with
the meal is a strategy sponsor can use to boost participation‐‐an art
project, a game, or a school or community garden are some ideas of
activities that could be used.
Volunteer Base: hosting a site at a venue that already has a strong
volunteer base, such as a local faith‐based organization, is a good
way to ensure a site will be fully staffed and well‐promoted in the
community.

If a site is returning from a prior year’s participation you should ask
yourself these questions:
● Where the sites able to meet state and local health standards last
year? and,
● Did the locations pose any safety issues?
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Open, restricted open, or closed enrolled sites can use area eligibility to
determine site eligibility. There are three ways to determine area
eligibility. Through school building data, census data or community
eligibility provision (CEP) participation. The LDOE SFSP facility application
provides a drop down selection of area eligible school sites that can be
selected to establish area eligibility for SFSP sites. Once a school site is
selected to determine eligibility, that SFSP site will remain eligible for
five years.
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Sometimes site eligibility is dependent on the eligibility of the children
attending. Both camps and some closed enrolled sites require the
collection or use of income eligibility determination to establish
eligibility for SFSP meals. Once the household application is complete
the information is used to determine if the sponsor can be reimbursed
for meals served to that participant. The household application must be
completed according to instructions and be signed by an adult in the
household in order to be valid. The application must then be reviewed
and certified for income eligibility to be considered complete. For
automatic eligibility the household has to meet one of these criteria;
participation in SNAP or TANF for which a case number is provided, or
the child is a foster child. Please remember that if one child in the
household receives SNAP or TANF then all children on the application
are eligible.
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Closed enrolled sites must establish eligibility through the individual
income eligibility of the children attending the site when the site is not
area eligible.
•

•

Household applications must be collected and processed annually
for all children enrolled at that site (and information may not be
more than 12 months old).
•
If ≥ 50% of children enrolled qualify for free or reduced‐
price meals the sponsor would be able to claim all meals at
the free rate; however,
•
If < 50% of children enrolled qualify for free or reduced‐
priced meals the sponsor would NOT be able to claim all
meals at the free rate (They would only be able to claim
those qualifying students).
If the closed enrolled site does not qualify for free meals, the
sponsor may consider changing the site from a closed site to an
open site.
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How a sponsor chooses to provide meals at a site is one of the first
decisions to make. If the site has the proper facilities, meals can be
prepared on‐site. If a sponsor has multiple sites, they may choose to
prepare meals in a central kitchen for all sites. They also have the option
to purchase meals ready to serve from a vendor or to utilize a Food
Service Management Company. Remember when purchasing meals or
food services you need to adhere to procurement regulations (will be
discussed later). To make this decision you need to consider four things.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Which meals will you be serving?
How many meals will you be serving?
When are unitized meals required?
And whether you are eligible to receive USDA Foods.

You can find additional details about planning, distributing, storing, and
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serving meals in the SFSP nutrition guide.
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Depending on the availability of kitchen and storage facilities at your
sites, the sponsor needs to determine how meals will be prepared at the
site. The sponsor doesn’t have to choose just one method for all sites.
Sites with sufficient kitchen facilities may serve as a central kitchen for
other sites. In that case the sponsor would be using two methods, on‐
site food preparation and satellite meal service from a central kitchen.
Self preparation of meals is the most common method utilized. The
advantage to using the self preparation method is that you will receive a
higher administrative reimbursement rate per meal to help cover the
additional costs of preparing your own meals. Another advantage is that
you have maximum control over the quality and content of the meals.
Keep in mind that all kitchens must meet all local and state health and
safety regulations.
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Here is a look at the 2021 SFSP reimbursement rates. These rates can be
found on the CNP website under Program Administration in the SFSP
tab.
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Whether you are using the self‐preparation model or the vended model,
meals can be delivered to SFSP sites. If an SFSP site does not have the
proper equipment to hold meal temperatures, then meals cannot be
delivered more than one hour prior to the beginning of meal service. It is
required the sponsor documents the meal delivery process and the
meals delivered on a Satellite Account form, as provided in the example.
This form should be completed fully and be maintained at the central
office.
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The number of food service employees will depend on the number and
type of meals prepared. Tips for selection of staff include the following
considerations: 1. Determine the number of staff that you will need 2.
Use qualified volunteers to help operate the program 3. Food service
employees must meet the health standards set by local and state health
authorities and 4. Develop a job description for each food service
position that describes duties and responsibilities.
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Vended meals and meals provided by a Food Service Management
Company have to be unitized meals; which means they need to be
contained as one unit. However, the vendor may separate hot and cold
foods into two parts to maintain food safety. Milk are juice may be
packaged separately, but still must be served with the meal. Meals are
packaged, delivered and served as a unit. Only complete meals are
eligible for reimbursement.
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Here are the options for open and closed enrolled sites. Both can serve
up to two meals including snacks per day. The sponsor may choose any
combination of breakfast, lunch, supper or snack; EXCEPT lunch and
supper at the same site.
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With State Agency approval camps and migrant sites can serve up to
three meals per day. This includes serving all three main meals;
breakfast, lunch and supper or two meals and a snack.
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The information on this slide shows the federal regulations related to
meal service time restrictions in a typical SFSP. However, due to the
Meal Service Time Flexibility, sponsors who opt in to the waiver are
allowed to “break” some of these rules. However, the state agency
MUST know what times meals will be served and which meals will be
served. Any meals that are served outside of the approved time frame
can be disallowed. Even meals submitted in an application can be
disallowed if they haven’t received final approval in the CNP system.
Additionally, it remains that if a sponsor is delivering meals from a
central kitchen to other sites, meals can be delivered no earlier than one
hour prior to the beginning of meal service. This is for hot and cold foods
and wouldn’t apply to shelf‐stable items.
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If you are planning field trips be prepared to continue to offer complete
meals in order to claim reimbursement for the meals served. Sponsors
are required to notify the state agency in advance via email with their
field trip schedule. Remember that food safety should be maintained
when taking SFSP meals off‐site. The LDOE DNS has a field trip form
template posted to the SFSP portion of the CNP website.
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A limited number of second meals can be claimed for reimbursement as
long as they are complete meals. The total number of second meals
claimed cannot exceed 2% of the number of first meals served. All
children must receive a first meal before second meals can be offered.
Sponsors should never overproduce meals with the intent to serve
second meals. Lastly second meals must be clearly noted as second
meals on the daily meal count records for each site.
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SFSP meals must be served in a congregate setting. That means that
individual meals can’t be delivered or taken off‐site. Currently, a non‐
congregate feeding waiver is available through June 30, 2021. However,
sponsors must apply and be approved for the waiver prior to serving and
claiming non‐congregate meals.
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Point of service is a one of the most Important aspects of your SFSP!
Meal counts must be taken for each meal service at each operating SFSP
site at the time of the meal service.
Meal counting systems at each site must capture all reimbursable 1st
meals and any/all 2nd meals (as applicable) that were served to eligible
children separately from any/all adults meals. Each site needs a
designated meal count person, with at least one staff member fully
trained as a back‐up.
There are multiple point of service methods that are acceptable in SFSP:
sponsors may utilize a daily meal count form, and electronic point of
service, or use a clicker (a meal is clicked as each child passes the point
of service with a reimbursable meal). As a reminder if using a clicker at
the point of service the final count must be transferred to a record that
accounts for all complete first meals, any second meals served to
children, and any adults meals served.
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Sponsors must keep full and accurate records so they substantiate the
number of program meals that they have submitted on each claim for
reimbursement and that SFSP funds are only used for allowable SFSP
costs. Records must also be kept to confirm the sponsor is in good
standing with program requirements. Here are some of the records
sponsors are required to keep:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily meal count documents for all sites
Monitoring forms
Documentation of SFSP staff training
Payroll documentation, including time sheets
lease or rental agreements, as applicable
Satellite account forms
Racial/ethnic data forms
Mileage logs, as applicable
Itemized bank statements and deposit slips
Food and non‐food items invoices and receipts
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•
•
•

Media release
Menus, production records, inventory records
Procurement documentation

All forms listed can be found in the SFSP forms book that is linked on this
slide. All forms should be completed fully.
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Sponsors will need to login to the Child Nutrition Program (CNP) website
under the SFSP tab to access the following: sponsor and site
applications, monthly claim feature, media release form, and health
inspections.
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In this section, we will discuss the process of preparing the online SFSP application.
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In Louisiana, the SFSP application process is done online using the Child Nutrition Program (CNP) website. The web
address for that website is: http://cnp.doe.louisiana.gov .
There are trainings posted to the CNP website, under the SFSP resource section, that provide guidance on
completion of the Online Forms/Application and Claims for Reimbursement. No log‐in is required to access
these trainings.
To locate these trainings, from the CNP home page, click on memos/resources/course registration under the log‐in
area. Next, click on Summer Food Service Program. Lastly, scroll to the third page of resources and click on the
applicable topic that you wish to review.
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Here we can see a screenshot of the Child Nutrition program homepage which is cnp.doe.Louisiana.gov.
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This slide provides a screenshot of the trainings available on page 3 of the SFSP Resources.
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This slide provides a screenshot of the trainings available on page 3 of the SFSP Resources.
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On this slide you can see each of the required Online training modules needed for the SFSP. This training today is not
adequate to fully train you in all of the regulations and requirements for operating an SFSP. When you sign this
document, you are attesting to the fact that you understand the information presented in the presentations
and can operate a program compliant with federal regulations and requirements. The USDA SFSP Manuals and
handbooks are EXCELLENT resources for you. They cover the full spectrum of the program and its requirements.
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The Attestation Statement is 4 pages in length and has additional language about what you are attesting to. Read
this document. It covers the scope of the program and holds you accountable for operating a program that is in
compliance with federal regulations. It is not something to print off and sign. Complete the trainings and read
the document in its entirety.
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The deadline for prospective new SFSP sponsors to apply for program participation is April 15th.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Before receiving approval items such as those listed on the current slide must be on file:
Child Nutrition Program (CNP) Permanent Agreement
Proof of nonprofit status (501[c]3)
IRS W‐9 form with signature to report the organization’s TIN or EIN
Copy of IRS form 990 or 941 (for new governmental sponsors)
SFSP Site Information Sheet(s) – one per proposed feeding location
Permit to Operate to accompany each submitted site information sheet
DUNS Number
Proof of current SAM Registration
New Vendor Registration form and EFT Form
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Please note that if the address on the 501(c)3 letter does not match your current address, an IRS Change of Address
form must be completed and submitted, with a copy of the form provided to the state agency. This form will
contain the organization’s current address and will be kept on file at the state agency.
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A few important items regarding the CNP Permanent Agreement:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Original signatures are required on the completed form
As a result, copied/scanned/faxed versions of the agreement cannot be accepted
Correction fluid (white‐out) and scratch‐outs are not allowed on the agreement
Be sure that all requested information has been completed fully
The date of signature must be recorded on the form.
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For prospective new sponsors, the state agency issues a provisional approval once all required paper documentation
has been received. At that time, a user ID and password combination will be issued (via email) to those
individuals named on the CNP Permanent Agreement.
Upon receipt of the user ID and password, sponsors may access the CNP website to begin completing the annually
required online application process.
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When sponsor users access the SFSP online application for the first time
in a given program year, they will be directed to the “Requirements”
feature of the website. Once completed this feature will not need to be
repeated until the start of the next year. All four agreements need to be
read prior to signing off. Once all requirements have been completed
the sponsor may complete the SFSP applications. As a note, the
authorized representative should sign off on the requirements portion of
the application.
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After completion of the requirements feature, sponsor users may
proceed to the sponsor‐level application. Some information in the
application pre‐populates and cannot be adjusted. Additionally, please
note that some areas contained in the sponsor application cannot be
completed until the facility application(s) have been completed first
(program start and end dates and the budget page). If information is
missing when completing the sponsor application the user will receive
an error message with details on how to fix it.
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A facility application must be completed for each feeding site. Like the
facility application some information will pre‐populate into the
application. If information is missing when completing, the sponsor
application the user will receive an error message with details on how to
fix it. Once all applications have been completed, the sponsor will need
to submit them for approval. Site operations cannot begin until the
applications have been approved by the state agency. If there are any
changes during SFSP operations, the sponsor is responsible for revising
and submitting the application as needed.
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Before we look at the meal pattern requirements for each meal type
let’s take a look at the food components used to make up each meal
pattern. There are four meal components; milk, bread/grains, vegetables
and/or fruit, and meat/meat alternates. Each meal requires a specific
amount of the components to make up the meal pattern. Let’s first take
a look at the milk component. Milk is required in an 8 oz portion size and
it must be pasteurized, fluid, and enriched with vitamin A and vitamin D.
Any fat content can be provided and it can be flavored or unflavored.
Freezing excess milk to use at a later meal service is not allowed when
used in the SFSP. Unlike the NSLP/SBP meal pattern, milk varieties are
not required. If jugs of milk are being utilized, then a cup size of 9 oz or
greater must be used in order to accommodate 8 fluid ounces. Non‐
creditable milk items include half and half, cream, ice cream,
pudding/custards, nonfat dry milk, cheese, yogurt, evaporated milk,
imitation milk, cream soups, sour cream, commercial milk shakes,
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powdered cocoa mixes. As a reminder, milk is a required component for
breakfast, lunch and supper; but optional for snack.
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The next component is the bread/grain component. Under the SFSP
meal pattern, each grain/bread serving must contain a minimum of
14.75 grams of enriched or whole grain meal or flour, bran, and/or germ.
Minimum quantities to be offered for grains/breads vary depending on
the specific type of grains/breads being offered; This is why it is
important to refer to the Grain/Bread Chart. Non‐creditable grains
include, tapioca pudding, potatoes, or potato chips. Also, coffee cake,
sweet rolls or doughnuts made with whole grain or enriched flour can be
used as a bread component for breakfast or snacks only.
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Here is the bread/grain chart (even though it is very hard to see). The
bread/grains are divided into 9 different groups. Note that the
“minimum serving size column (the last column to the right) is the grain
chart that should be used for SFSP. Ounce equivalents are used in school
food service programs.
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Here is the second part of the bread grain chart with Groups E thru I.
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The next meal pattern component is vegetables and fruits. A
combination of two or more different vegetable or fruits must be served
for lunch and supper and the total serving size must be at least ¾ cup.
Also during lunch and supper, no more than ½ of the total requirements
may be met with full strength 100% juice. ⅛ of a cup of fruit or vegetable
is the smallest creditable amount in SFSP. Fruits and vegetable can be
fresh, cooked or canned, frozen or dried, or in 100% full strength juice
form. Beans and peas can be counted as a meat/meat alternate or as a
vegetable, but cannot be count as both in one meal. Non‐creditable fruit
and vegetable items include fruit flavored gelatin, fruit sherbet, artificial
fruit beverages, fruit bread, pickle relish, potato chips, ketchup, and fruit
jams/jellies. As a reminder two forms of the same fruit or vegetable
cannot be served in the same meal (ex. a fresh orange and orange juice)
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The meat/meat alternative (M/MA) component must be provided for
lunch and supper meals, but it is optional at breakfast. Two ounces of
edible meat/meat alternate must be provided (and may not include the
weight of bones). Allowable M/Ma products include beef, fish, poultry
and eggs, dry beans and peas, nuts and seeds, and commercially
produced yogurt in the correct quantities. Sponsors must have the
manufacturer documentation (CN label or a PFS) when using
commercially prepared combination foods such as, pizza or chicken
nuggets. Non‐creditable items include bacon, liverwurst, imitation
seafood, ham hocks, neck bones, beef jerky, imitation cheese, cheese
“products”, cream cheese, frozen or homemade yogurt, tofu and
coconut.
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The purpose of the meal patterns is to ensure that well‐balanced and
nutritious meals are being served to children. Think of meal patterns as a
collection of components that are specific to each meal type. Each meal
type also requires a specific quantity of components for each meal type.
All SFSP sponsors are required to meet the minimum meal pattern
requirements to be considered a reimbursable meal. SFA sponsor have
the option to utilize the SFSP meal pattern or the NSLP/SBP meal
pattern.
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For breakfast to be a reimbursable meal it has to contain the following: 1
cup of milk, ½ cup of a vegetable or fruit or full strength juice, and 1
serving of bread/grain. For lunch and supper all four components must
be offered within a total of 5 items. For lunch and supper at least 1 cup
of milk, ¾ cup of vegetable or fruit in two different choices, 1 serving of
bread/grain, and 2 oz of meat/meat alternate is required.
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For snacks to be considered reimbursable, they must provide at least
two of the four components in these amounts (¾ cup of vegetable or
fruit or 6 oz of 100% juice, one serving of grain/bread, 1 oz of meat/meat
alternate, or 1 cup of milk). Also two beverages cannot be served as a
reimbursable snack (ex. juice and milk).
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Sponsors may use an alternate meal pattern to accommodate children
younger that 6 years of age when they are able to ensure that the right
quantity is served to the right age group. Sponsors can use the Child and
Adult Care Food program (CACFP) meal portion sizes for that age group.
As a reminder, when utilizing the SFSP meal pattern the minimum
requirements can be exceeded because there is no maximum limit.
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At the sponsors discretion, meals may be served to persons other than
eligible children, such as program adults and non‐program adults.
However, adults may only be served after all participating children have
been offered a reimbursable meal. The definition of a program adult is a
staff member that is directly involved with the preparation or serving of
a meal. A program adult may receive a meal free of charge. A non‐
program adult is any adult that is not directly related to meal
preparation or serving. Non‐program adults must pay for meals. The
determined cost of the adult meal has to be the cost to produce the
meal or higher, and it MAY NOT be less than the cost to produce the
meal. Adult meals are never reimbursable, so these meals should be
recorded separately from the reimbursable meals provided to children.
Lastly, any money collected for the sale of SFSP meals has to be
deposited into the SFSP non‐profit account. Sponsors should clearly
convey to their site staff whether non‐program adult meals will be sold
at their site, and if sold what is the process for collecting and depositing
funds.
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Offer versus serve (OVS) allows participants to decline some of the food
offered in a reimbursable meal. OVS is not mandated, it’s just an option.
OVS can help reduce food waste and contain costs at sites. If
implementing OVS at breakfast, 4 food items must be offered (the fourth
food item can be from any of the meal components) and a child can only
decline one food item. If implementing OVS at lunch or supper a child
can decline up to two food items (any item). Site staff should be
adequately trained in OVS, this is a common finding when conducting
SFSP reviews. As a reminder, program integrity must be maintained and
all participating children must be offered all required meal components
as indicated in the SFSP meal pattern.
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Here are a list of resources from federal regulations, to the summer feeding program handbook to information on
waivers.
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Next, we are going to discuss procurement. SFSP sponsors can’t simply
go to the store and purchase food and supplies for their program. They
also can’t just decide they will use the food distributor that they like.
Every dollar spent of the federal government’s money must be procured.
Sponsors need to understand and comply with all local, state, and
federal procurement guidelines to make sure the federal dollars are
spent legally and wisely.
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The basis of procurement in the SFSP program is that distributors must
compete for the sponsor’s business. Obviously, you as the sponsor want
to get the lowest price possible for quality goods and services.
The full and open standard of competition was established because of
the strong belief that the procurement process should be open to all
qualified contractors who want to do business with the Federal
Government.
Fairness and integrity encourages vendors to compete. Vendors don’t
want to compete when the process isn’t fair and doesn’t promote
integrity. When the competition is fair and transparent, they can spend
their time conducting their businesses rather than attending bid
openings.
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The more players there are in the market, the more competition exists.
This drives costs lower and provides higher quality. If vendors know
others are competing for your business, they are going to provide you the
best price possible.
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Each sponsor must have documented procurement procedures to
ensure that free and open competition occurs, that the procurement
process is open and transparent, and that the sponsor has the ability to
compare procurements. The sponsor must maintain the procurement
plan and records of all procurement documents on‐site for the State
Agency and/or USDA to review.
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The Code of Conduct form can be found on the Child Nutrition Program
website and is a requirement for participation in the summer food
service program.
Each sponsor must have documented procurement procedures to
ensure that free and open competition occurs, that the procurement
process is open and transparent, and that the sponsor has the ability to
compare procurements. The sponsor must maintain their procurement
plan and all procurement documents on‐site for the State Agency and/or
USDA to review. The process used to procure goods and services must
match the procurement plan.
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Some allowable costs are Compensation of employees and fringe
benefits, the cost of material and supplies, memberships, subscriptions,
professional activity costs, and conferences where the primary purpose
is disseminating technical information and is necessary and reasonable
for successful performance of the summer program. Remember that
USDA and/or the State Agency will determine what costs are allowable
and will determine if the purchase is necessary and reasonable. If in
doubt, contact the State Agency.
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There are numerous unallowable costs such as Promotion, lobbying,
public relations, bad debts, depreciation, contributions and donations,
purchase of equipment and vehicles, the purchase of non‐creditable
food items, excessive administrative salaries, labor expenses for staff the
have not been approved by the state agency through the online
application system, payments for audits that are not required by the
stage agency, non‐prorated expenses, rent for sites, late fees,
insufficient fund fees, payment on loans, and meals for day travel. If the
purchase is going to exceed the life of the program‐‐for instance a
vehicle‐‐then the cost is unallowable.
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Before deciding how you are going to procure food and supplies, you must estimate how
much money you will need to spend for food and supplies. This is called a cost price
analysis. In order to estimate, you need to have a menu to determine what food and
supplies you will need and you need to have an idea of how many children you will be
serving. At that point, you will need to estimate how much this is going to cost you for your
entire program. Once that is done, you can determine what method of procurement that
you must use. This slide demonstrates how the value of the procurement corresponds to
the procurement thresholds. The small purchase threshold in the State of Louisiana is
$30,000. When the value of the purchase is estimated at less than or equal to $30,000,
informal methods, either micro‐purchase or the small purchase method may be followed.
However, when the value of the purchase is estimated at greater than $30,000, you must
complete a formal bid‐either a sealed bid or (IFB) or a competitive proposal or RFP.
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First we will discuss formal procurement. This includes Invitations for
bid and competitive proposals. Remember that if you anticipate your
expenses from a vendor will exceed $30,000, you must use one of the
formal procurement methods.
An Invitation for bid or IFB uses price as the only factor. The contract is
awarded to the vendor that meets bid requirements and is the lowest in
cost. A formal bid for food and supplies is typically done using an IFB
because price is the most important factor.
A competitive proposal, or RFP, uses award criteria. This type of formal
bid might be used for procuring pest control services or repairs where
service is an important factor. If you are utilizing an RFP, a set of
weighted awarded criteria in the form of a weighted evaluation sheet
must be included.
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All formal procurements must be advertised twice in a regional news
source with the first advertisement being at least 15 days before the bid
opening. The newspaper of a large city in your area would be the
appropriate newspaper to advertise. The newspaper in a small town
should not be used because it is not going to reach a wide audience. In
addition to advertising, the bid documents can be sent by mail or email
to known prospective vendors.
The advertisement must contain a general description of the items to be
purchased, the deadline for submitting questions, the date that written
responses will be provided, the date of the pre‐bid meeting and if
attendance is required. A pre‐bid meeting is not required but if you plan
to have a pre‐bid meeting, it should be included in the advertisement.
You must include a deadline for submitting proposals, both the date and
the time. The address where the solicitation can be obtained must be
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included in the advertisement, and as always with any information
provided to the public, the USDA non‐discrimination statement must be
included.
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The bid document must include detailed information about your bid. It
must include the contract period, the date, time, and location of your bid
opening, how the vendor will be informed of the results, and the terms
and conditions that each bidder must fulfill to be evaluated. The bid
document must also include Benefits to the Sponsor if the contractor
does not perform as contracted. There must also be a statement in the
bid regarding the return of purchase incentives, discounts, rebates, and
credits must be deposited into the the Summer Food Service Account. If
the sponsor is going to allow piggybacking, it must be included in the
original bid document. If the sponsor is going to allow an Escalation/De‐
Escalation of prices based on a cost index, that also must be included in
the original bid document.
The document must also clearly define the method of evaluation and the
type of contract. Any specific bid procedures must be included in the bid
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document. A statement must be included that requires the sponsor and
vendor to provide access to the program and documents to the state
agency, USDA, and/or the Comptroller General. The document must also
include a provision requiring the contractor to maintain all records for 3
years after final payment. The sponsor must provide a description of the
order process that will be expected from the winning vendor. The bid
document must also include the Statement of Non‐Collusion, the
Debarment and Lobbying Certificates, and Lobbying Activities. These are
required of all vendors and should be signed and included in the bid
documents when the vendor returns the bid documents to the sponsor.
And lastly, the sponsor must provide detailed specifications and estimated
quantities they intend to purchase. The sponsor should provide as much
detail as possible to ensure prospective vendors are bidding on the exact
same items.
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USDA require the following provisions and Civil Rights laws to be
included in all formal procurement procedures. Each of these provisions
and Civil Rights Laws can be found in the Sample Procurement Plan.
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Geographic Preference is not allowed in formal procurements except
when purchasing locally grown or raised unprocessed agricultural
products. Geographic Preference can be used as an additional scoring
criteria to provide preference points for the purchase of locally grown or
raised agricultural products.
Sponsors participating in the Summer Food Service Program may use
geographic preference when procuring unprocessed locally grown or
locally raised agricultural products.
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When utilizing the Small Purchase procurement method, commonly
referred to as “quotes”, you must have written specifications and
provide them to each vendor. These specifications should provide clear
and accurate descriptions of all products and technical requirements.
Price quotes must be obtained from at least 3 responsible and
responsive vendors, and of course, you must document all quotes and
maintain them on file.
When awarding small purchase procurements, the sponsor should
award to the responsive and responsible vendor that has the lowest
price. Responsive means that the vendor submits a bid that conforms to
all specifications and terms of the contract. Responsible means that the
vendor is capable of performing successfully under the terms of the
contract. All procedures used in the Small Purchase Procurement must
be documented and maintained on file.
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The micro purchase method is typically used for emergency type
purchases. It is used to purchase supplies or services where the dollar
amount of the purchase does not exceed $10,000. The SFA must
distribute micro purchases equitably among qualified supplies. For
example, if you go to Walmart for an emergency purchase of food
needed to serve the meal, the next time you have an emergency
purchase for a food item, you need to choose another grocery store.
Micro purchases may be awarded without obtaining quotes if the
Sponsor considers the price to be reasonable.
The Micro purchase method is not to be used in order to circumvent free
and open competition. In other words, the micro purchase method of
procurement can not be used so that you don’t have to obtain quotes or
formal bids.
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If you are purchasing food utilizing the micro purchase method over and
over again, you are using the wrong procurement method. You should be
using the small procurement method or the formal method.
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A noncompetitive procurement is used if items are available only from
a single source. Prior State Agency approval is required for any and all
noncompetitive proposals.
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Welcome to the Louisiana Department of Education Division of Nutrition Support’s training on Civil Rights in Child
Nutrition Programs.
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The purpose of civil rights trainings is to inform, educate, and support all staff that interact with Child Nutrition Programs.
This training will cover USDA civil rights requirements, staff responsibilities, and resources and information available to
assist staff in carrying out their civil rights responsibilities.
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First we will discuss public notification systems. This is the process by which SFAs notify potential applicants of the
availability of meals.
Second we will discuss civil rights issues related to customer service practice. This could occur anywhere in the
continuum of participation, from applicants turning in a free and reduced‐price application to overt
identification of meal status in the lunch line.
Third, we will cover the requirement to collect race and ethnicity data and why that information is collected.
Fourth, we will briefly touch on issues of accommodating children with special dietary needs. This is not a complete
special dietary needs presentation, but will cover the topic from the lens of ensuring equal access.
Fifth, we will discuss what an SFA should do if they receive a compliant alleging discrimination in the school nutrition
programs from a student or parent? Next, we will discuss what an SFA should do if there are areas of
noncompliance and how to handle reporting of compliance issues.
And finally, we will discuss Language Assistance requirements.
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Additional Civil Rights Laws include:
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
Prohibits discrimination based on disability in all services, programs, and activities provided to the public
by State and local governments, except public transportation services
Americans with Disabilities Act of 2008—or the ADAAA.
This was followed by the Age Discrimination Act of 1975
Prohibits discrimination based on age in programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance
Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987
Prohibits discrimination based on race, color, and national origin
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There are a number of Civil Rights Laws pertinent to Child Nutrition Programs
Title VI – Civil Rights Act of 1964
Prohibits discrimination based on race, color, national origin
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
Prohibits discrimination based on sex under any education program or activity that is receiving federal
financial assistance. Even $1 of federal assistance bring the entire scope of federal child nutrition
requirements into play.
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
Prohibits discrimination based on disability
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Additional Civil Rights Laws include:
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
Prohibits discrimination based on disability in all services, programs, and activities provided to the public
by State and local governments, except public transportation services
Americans with Disabilities Act of 2008—or the ADAAA.
This was followed by the Age Discrimination Act of 1975
Prohibits discrimination based on age in programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance
Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987
Prohibits discrimination based on race, color, and national origin
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Here are other resources and authorities on Civil Rights in Child Nutrition Programs. I will draw your attention to FNS
Instruction 113‐1, which is entitled “Civil Rights Compliance and Enforcement—Nutrition Programs and
Activities.” This guidance covers the scope of Civil Rights laws in Child Nutrition Programs.
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Discrimination is defined as different treatment which makes a distinction of one person or group; this can be
intentionally, by neglect, or by actions or lack of actions based on the protected classes. Examples of discrimination
include:
• Giving one group or type of participants larger or extra helpings of food, such as giving boys more than girls.
• Separating genders
• Failing to provide children with a dietary disability an accommodating meal
• Failing to provide program information to all potential program applicants
Protected classes in the Child Nutrition Program are: race, age, color, sex, national origin, and disability. This means that
an alleged discrimination complaint will pertain to one of these areas.

Civil Rights training is required annually for all staff; this includes full‐time staff, part‐time staff, temporary staff, central
office and site staff, and volunteers. Documentation for Civil Rights training must be maintained for three years plus the
current year. Documentation must include sign‐in sheets, agendas, and dates and times of training. All civil rights
trainings should be tracked on a training tracking tool, such as USDA’s Professional Standards Training Tracker or on
Louisiana Fit Kid’s version.

Civil rights training subject matter must include the following:
• Collection and use of data
• Effective public notification systems
• Compliant procedures
• Compliance review techniques
• Resolution of non‐compliance
• Requirements for accommodations of persons with disabilities
• Requirements for language assistance
• Conflict resolution
• Customer service

All FNS assistance programs must include a public notification system. The purpose of public notification is to inform
applicants, participants, and potentially eligible persons of the program availability, program rights and
responsibilities, the policy of nondiscrimination, and the procedure for filing a complaint. Through public
outreach SFAs are trying to ensure program access to as many potential participants as possible. Public
notification must include information regarding eligibility, benefits and services, program availability (such as
hours and locations), applicant rights and responsibilities, procedures for filing a complaint, non‐discrimination
policies, and any program changes.
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Schools must notify the public annually of their participation in the program. Notification to applicants and participants
must include information regarding program availability, program rights and responsibilities, the procedure for filing a
complaint, and the policy of nondiscrimination.
The public notification system must include the following elements:
1. Public Release: schools must take specific actions to inform the public of their program rights and responsibilities and
the steps necessary for participation in the program.
2. Display the “And Justice for All” poster: schools must display the “And Justice” poster in the correct size (which is
11”x17”) in a prominent location where it is visible to all participants in the program. The poster provides the USDA
address and phone numbers that the public can use to file a complaint if they think their civil rights have been violated.
Applicants and participants must be advised of their right to file a discrimination complaint, how to file a complaint, and
the complaint procedures.
3. Nondiscrimination statement: all informational materials, including websites used by schools to inform the public
about FNS programs, must contain the nondiscrimination statement.
Public notification can include methods such as:
Internet and computer based applications
Newspaper
Radio/television
Letters/leaflets/brochures
Bulletins
Be sure to convey the message of equal opportunity in photos and other graphics that are used to promote program
information to applicants or participants.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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The media release must be provided at or near the beginning of the school year to local news media, the unemployment
office, and to any major employers contemplating layoffs in the area. The media release must include the eligibility
criteria for free and reduced meal prices. For CEP schools the media release should inform the public that school meals
will be free to all enrolled students. It is at the discretion of the media if they decide to publish the media release.

Another method of public notification is informational letters that inform households of program availability.
Informational letters must be distributed by schools at the beginning of the school year by mail, email, or in person.
Letters cannot be sent at the end of the school year for the upcoming school year. They must be sent after July 1st—
preferably bear the start of the new school year.

All SFAs must Prominently display the USDA nondiscrimination poster “And Justice for All.” As we previously stated, the
poster must be 11” x 17” in size.
Posters should be displayed in each school and in a location that is easily visible to the students and the public in the food
service area.

The USDA non‐discrimination statement must be included on all forms of communication and program materials.
Program materials include all public information and education. The Long version of the non‐discrimination statement is
required on all documents pertaining to student eligibility, such as prototypes of letters to the households, verification,
and direct certification. The long version of the non‐discrimination should also be used whenever possible or where space
permits. The short version of the non‐discrimination statement can be used if the document is too small and there is
limited space, such as on menus or nutrition flyers. If using the short version of the non‐discrimination statement a nine
point font is required.

This is the long version of the non‐discrimination statement. The state agency does keep this long statement on the
homepage of the CNP website.
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This is the long version of the non‐discrimination statement in Spanish. Additional languages are available at
https://www.fns.usda.gov/cr/fns‐nondiscrimination‐statement
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There are a couple of requirements when printing the Non‐discrimination statement:
The first printing requirement is that the wording for either statement cannot be changed. The state agency has
encountered situations where SFAs have tried to change the word “Sex” to “Gender” in the nondiscrimination
statement. USDA is emphatic that no words should be altered, changed, added or removed from the
statement.
The second printing requirement is that the print size cannot be smaller than the text of the material
Also note that in auditory presentations, such as public service announcements, the shortened version may also be
used, but the long version is required on any vital documents even if it is only one page long.
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The non‐discrimination statement is required on any materials that mention the programs to the public. These
materials may include advertisements, publications, letters, enrollment forms, broadcasts, school websites,
etc. Items that do not require the non‐discrimination statement to be printed, are incentive items such as cups,
buttons, magnets, pens, etc. due to the impractical size.
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Customer service is defined as effectively communicating with customers, responding to the customer’s needs, valuing
the customer’s worth, and instilling excellence through courtesy, confidence, and enthusiasm. Treating customers with
respect and dignity through excellent customer service saves you time and minimizes opportunities for complaints and
angry customers. All students must be allowed equal opportunities to participate in the Child Nutrition Programs
regardless of race, color, national origin, sex, age, or disability. All participants of the child nutrition program must be
treated equitably. In order to reduce the risk of a civil rights discrimination complaint ask yourself the following questions
each time a participate comes to your program for services:
1. Am I treating this person in the same manner I treat others?
2. Have I given this person the opportunity to ask questions?
3. Have I provided the person with the information he or she needs to make necessary decisions?
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During meal service all students within the same grade grouping must be offered the same menu selection
regardless of their eligibility, sex, national origin, race, color, age, or disability. All varieties and selections must
be made available to all students within the same grade grouping. In the examples provided, it would be
discrimination to provide high school football players with bigger scoops of food or save certain food items for
a specific group of students.
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USDA policy prohibits the denial of meals as a disciplinary action against any student who is enrolled in a school that
participates in a Child Nutrition Program. It also prohibits requiring a child to work for or earn their meal.
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Identifying information must not be used for any purpose other than determining and verifying eligibility for free or
reduced meals. Overt identification should be considered in different situations beyond the application
process. This includes at the point of service where other students may see eligibility statuses on the cashier
computer screen. Or for example, when special functions take place that require alternate meal service types
such as field trips and class parties; in these instances, no overt identification of meal status should occur.
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In no way is a SFA to impede with a customer’s right to file a civil rights complaint. However, most conflicts are easily
resolved by using appropriate tools. Conflict resolution consists of useful skills to assist with the solution of complaints.
These skills include:
Using a win/win approach: change the conflict from an attack and defense to cooperation and avoid the desire to
blame.
Use a creative response: turn problems into possibilities to improve the situation.
Demonstrate empathy: help others feel that they are understood by being an active listener.
Appropriate assertiveness: state your case without arousing the defenses of another person. Remember to use “I”
statements to communicate your feelings directly.
Manage emotions: stick strictly to the facts of the complaint and communicate your feelings directly.
Have a willingness to resolve: identify barriers to a resolution and overcome those barriers. Avoid repeating the
situation.
If the complainant persists with their complaint, direct them to file their complaint with USDA’s Office of Civil Rights
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Limited English Proficiency (LEP) are those individuals who do not speak English as their primary language and who have a
limited ability to read, speak, write, or understand English. SFAs must take reasonable steps to assure “meaningful”
access to the information and services they provide to individuals with LEP.
Reasonable steps would include an evaluation of the following factors:
• The number or proportion of LEP people eligible to be served or likely to be encountered by the program
• The frequency with which LEP individuals come in contact with the program
• The nature and importance of the program, activity, or service provided by the program to people’s lives
• The resources that are available and the costs to provide these services
A shortage of resources or anticipated costs to provide these services to individuals with LEP does not eliminate the
requirement to do so. SFAs must explore the most cost‐effective means of delivering services and information to people
with LEP.
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All Child Nutrition Program Information should be provided in the necessary language for all participants and their
families. For example, enrollment forms, menus, brochures, and letters should be provided in the necessary language for
all participates and their families.

Language interpreters can be helpful when dealing with someone with limited English proficiency (LEP). Volunteers may
be used, but they should understand the ethics required when using an interpreter. For example, a Spanish teacher could
assist a household in completing an meal application, but would need to be trained on the importance of keeping all
information confidential. Also, children should not be used as interpreters.

All schools that participate in a USDA Child Nutrition Program must have a system to collect the racial and ethnic data of
program participants in accordance with FNS Instruction 113‐1. This data is used to determine the state’s compliance with
Federal Civil Rights laws. USDA regulations state that “respect for individual dignity should guide the process and
methods for collecting data on race and ethnicity”. Therefore, self‐identification or self‐reporting is the preferred method
of obtaining characteristic data. The collection of this information is strictly for statistical reporting requirements and has
no effect on the determination of their eligibility to receive program benefits. This data must be maintained in a
confidential file for 3 years plus the current year and this information should be restricted to authorized school personnel
and other authorized state and federal personnel, when requested.
. Racial and ethnic data is used to determine how effectively your program is reaching potentially eligible children and
where outreach may be needed.

Ethnicity is broken down into two categories: Hispanic or Latino and Non‐Hispanic or non‐Latino. The racial categories
includes American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, Black or African American, Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander,
and white. A person may identify as belonging to Multiple racial categories, but will only belong to one Ethnicity.

Next, let’s discuss Accommodating Persons with Disabilities. Reasonable accommodations
refer to ensuring that participants with a disability have physical access to programs and
services; such as easily accessible entrances, restrooms, etc.
A school is required to provide food substitutions or modifications for a student with a
dietary disability. A written medical statement, completed and signed by a licensed
physician, advanced practice nurse with prescriptive authority, or physician assistant is
required to be on file when the request falls outside the meal pattern.

Meal pattern modifications within the meal pattern do not require a medical statement. Meal pattern modification
outside of the meal pattern do require a medical statement provided by a licensed medical provider. A licensed medical
provider includes a medical doctor, physician assistant, or a nurse practitioner. The medical statement must include
information about the child’s impairment and how it restricts the diet, an explanation of what must be done to
accommodate the disability, and the foods to be omitted and the recommended alternatives. If the medical statement
does not fully explain the modification needed, the SFS should contact the guardian for additional information. As a
reminder, receipt of clarification should not delay the modified diet.
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Applicants and participants must be advised of their right to file a complaint, of how to file a complaint, and of complaint
procedures. The LDOE recently underwent a civil rights management evaluation by USDA. From that, several changes
resulted in the processes the state agency and SFAs will use to adhere to these standards. The first, is a new prototype
form, entitled “Civil Rights Complaint Procedures for Child Nutrition Programs;” the second is a new “USDA
Discrimination Complaint form.” SFS Memos 21‐120 and 20‐121 discuss each of these forms in more detail. When filled
out, the Civil Rights Complaint procedures will provide the SFA with the procedures for handling any civil rights complaint
that may arise. The form must be completed and kept on file by the SFA—but the SA does not need to receive a copy.
Any person who believes they have been discriminated against based on protected classes (national origin, race, sex,
color, age, or disability) has a right to file a complaint within 180 days of the alleged discriminatory action.

This is the new version of the discrimination complaint form. It, and the procedure on the previous slide, can both
be found on the CNP website. Go to the homepage and click on Memos/Resources. Then, click on School Food
Service. On page one, look under the subheading of Civil Rights, and you can find both forms.
This USDA Discrimination complaint form must be available at all sites participating in the child nutrition program.
When an individual wants to report a discrimination complaint, child nutrition staff should have as little
involvement as possible with the complaint process. All staff must be trained on civil rights and this civil rights
complaint form.
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Complaints may be written, verbal, or observed. A complaint may also be anonymous; anonymous complaints should be
handled the same as any other complaint. If the complaint is verbal and the person alleging discrimination is not inclined
to put the allegation in writing, the person to whom the complaint was made must write up the complaint on behalf of
the complainant.

The first step is to document the complaint and make an effort to obtain the following information:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Nam e,address,& phone num berofcom pliant.
Specific nam e & location ofentity delivering the benefitorservice.
The nature ofthe incident,action,orm ethod ofadm inistration thatled the com plainantto feel
discrim inated against
The basison which the com plainantfeels discrim ination exists(race,color,nationalorigin,sex,etc.)
The nam es,titles,businessaddresses,and phone num bers ofpersons who m ay have knowledge ofthe
discrim inatory action

The date(s)during which the alleged discrim inatory actionsoccurred,orifcontinuing,the duration of
such actions.
All complaints should then be forwarded directly to USDA

The second step for civil rights complaints is to contact USDA. All verbal or written complaints must be forwarded to the
Civil Rights Division of USDA Food and Nutrition Services within three days of receiving a complaint.

The third step in civil rights complaints is to maintain documentation. All civil rights documentation should be kept at a
central location and should be maintained for three years plus the current year.

A few civil right reminders include:
1. USDA regional office is responsible for the review of the state agencies
2. The state agencies are responsible for the review of the School Food Service Authorities;
1. State agencies must report any significant findings to USDA
2. SFAs must receive a pre‐approval visit to ensure compliance with Civil Rights before receiving federal funds.
3. Compliance is assessed through the Administrative Review
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If non‐compliance is indicated, a corrective action plan must be implemented to achieve voluntary compliance within 60
days. The corrective action plan should describe the agency’s actions to be taken to resolve the non‐compliance
determined. If the corrective action is not achieved within 60 days, suspension of assistance or termination may result.

Here is your checklist for Civil Rights Compliance:

✔ CivilRightswritten policy and com pliantlog should be kept
✔ Train allstaffand volunteersannually
✔ Allstaffshould know CNP CivilRightsPolicy
✔ Prom inentlydisplay “And Justice forAll” poster
✔ Collect& record racial/ethnic data
✔ Keep Allrecordsfor3 yearsplusthe currentyear
✔M aintain CivilRightscom plaintprocedures& form s
✔Place non-discrim ination statem enton allprinted m aterialsm entioning Child Nutrition Program s
As a rem inder,Districtpolicies regarding civilrights com plaints should specify how civilrights com pliance is handled forCNP
separate from otherprogram s.This is w here the com pletion and use ofthe CivilRights Com plaintProcedures forCNPs is
docum ented and utilized.
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